Patent full text and image side-by-side view

Simultaneously review the patent specification and claims alongside full-size images

Front page, drawing sheets and inline images are available for 33 full-text patenting authorities.
View full-size patent images side-by-side with specification, claims or abstract
Independently view and scroll through the claims and specification while viewing the images
Minimal steps to browse images and full text to quickly find relevant prior art

Click on **Show Images** when viewing a patent document online.

Flip through images using mouse, touchpad or keyboard arrows, and rotate images 90°.

Dialog now provides views of full-size patent images together with all types of patent text:
- Open the **Full size** image viewer on the search result page to scan images together with KWIC format (*released May 2019*).
- **Show Images** when viewing all sections of the full patent document (*Oct 3rd, 2019*).